CancerFraud.com
Mission Statement –
The University of Waterloo is alleged to have used political and financial
connections (corruption) to evade justice and accountability for criminal and
unethical acts. The website allows the world community to review the evidence
presented to the U.S. Dept. of Justice, and the Canadian Police (RCMP) for fraud
charges so the public can decide if the documentation warranted indictment; and
how cancer research theory was blacklisted. The U.S. government was
repeatedly asked, “why do you want dead Americans?”, while the Canadian
government (1987) was asked, “wouldn’t honest cancer researchers want to
know?” Both federal governments are alleged to have aided and abetted a
cover-up conspiracy to protect Yale and Waterloo universities from plagiarism
and scholarship fraud charges by failing to enforce federal mandates and
regulations: taxpayers’ monies are given to federal programs to find cures, not
block them.
In 2002, the U.S. government has sworn to crackdown on corporate corruption
(giving false assurances) and is investigating CEOs for malfeasance as far back
as 10 to 20 years. The University of Waterloo has recently been criticized for its
Microsoft venture requiring students to use Microsoft programs: something the
U.S. antitrust case meant to deter: UW does not respect U.S. federal policies.
The CEO (now emeritius) of the University of Waterloo, Douglas Wright, set
malfeasance precedents, and, therefore, qualifies to be investigated because he
lied (gave deliberate false assurances) to an American NIH program for tax
dollars that would not have been granted otherwise. The public is asked to
answer the question: “Is lying for money fraud?”
University CEO’s, especially thoss promoting new biotechnology, can kill
thousands of people if they like. Any given assurances must be more meaningful
than those by Wall Street, and if the government does not enforce requirements
for truthfulness, then (you) the public will die. In, “Erin Brockovitch”, PG+E lied
about assurances of compliance so the water was contaminated with
carcinogens: people died! Where was the federal government? If the public
wants to live, then the public must demand that CEOs and institutions be held
fully accountable and face the full measure of the law. There is no statutes of
limitations for fraud against the U.S. federal government.
Do you want to die? Do you believe that government is using your tax money to
find cures, or giving it to friends? I had cancer, but turned down chemo and
radiation to apply my theories, and after 5 years (Cat-scans, X-rays, blood tests)
am considered cured. Why did the government suppress the research and not
help?

The federal police were told that the evidence would be placed on the Internet.
The RCMP said they would re-open the case if public support so merited.
Please review all of the evidence.
My new research can’t go ahead without public support undoing all the harm of
blacklisting, and violations of my civil rights (under the Charter of Rights and
Freedoms). Funding is needed, plus I must be free to work with honest people at
a good institute who aren’t in fear of reprisals from either the U.S. or Canadian
governments. Some of the new research will investigate (to prevent) the dangers
of bad biotechnology; so not only will you be protecting your tax dollars, but the
lives of your family and friends as well.
However, none of this can happen without your help.
Thank you,
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